Abstract. We prove that any flat family pFuq uPU of rank 2 torsion-free sheaves on a Gauduchon surface defines a continuous map on the semi-stable locus U ss :" tu P U | Fu is slope semi-stableu with values in the DonaldsonUhlenbeck compactification of the corresponding instanton moduli space.
Introduction
The well-known Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence ( [D] , [Ko] , [Bu1] , [LY] , [LT] ) establishes an isomorphism M HE Ñ M pst between the moduli space of HermiteEinstein connections on a Hermitian vector over a compact Gauduchon manifold [Gau] , and the corresponding moduli space of polystable holomorphic structures on the same bundle. Proved first by Donaldson for bundles on algebraic surfaces, and used as a tool for computing the Donaldson invariants of this special class of 4-manifolds, this remarkable result and its subsequent generalisations have had an impressive impact in modern geometry. This correspondence in particular gives a complex geometric interpretation (and implicitly a computation method) for instanton moduli spaces. However, in general, an instanton moduli space M ASD might be non-compact, and for effective applications, for instance for the construction of Donaldson invariants [DK] , one needs its canonical compactification M ASD , called the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck compactification. Therefore it is very important to have a complex geometric interpretation, or at least a "method of computation" in complex geometric terms, of these canonical compactifications.
In the algebraic geometric framework such a complex geometric interpretation exists: one constructs a continuous, surjective comparison map M G Ñ M ASD from a moduli space of torsion-free Gieseker semi-stable sheaves to the DonaldsonUhlenbeck compactification M ASD (see [Li] , [Morg] ), the fibers of which can be described explicitly. Jun Li's version of this important result goes further, and uses this comparison map to endow M ASD with the structure of a projective algebraic variety.
In the non-algebraic (even Kählerian) case such a comparison theorem is not available. Moreover, in the non-Kählerian framework several unexpected, fundamental, surprising difficulties arise:
(1) In many interesting cases, the Donaldson compactification M ASD has no complex space structure. For example the compactified instanton moduli spaces used in [Te2] can be identified with the 4-sphere S 4 . (2) The slope semi-stability condition is neither closed, nor open in families, not even with respect to the classical topology. Moreover, the slope semistability condition is not locally closed with respect to the Zariski topology. (3) Whereas it is still true that any holomorphic family pF u q uPU of slope-semistable sheaves does define a continuous map U Ñ M ASD , one cannot obtain an open cover of M ASD using images of such maps.
(4) The Gieseker semi-stability and stability conditions for torsion-free sheaves can be naturally extended to the non-Kählerian framework [BTT] , but neither of them is an open condition, not even with respect to the classical topology. There does not exist a complex space classifying holomorphic families of Gieseker stable or Gieseker semi-stable torsion-free sheaves.
The dramatic consequences of these difficulties are:
1. Any attempt to prove a general theorem which endows the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck compactification M ASD with a canonical complex space structure is hopeless.
Note however that in [BTT] we did endow a special class of campactified instanton moduli spaces on Hopf surfaces with complex space structures, but these structures are not obtained using holomorphic families of semi-stable sheaves. 2. Any attempt to study the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck compactification M ASD by comparing it with a moduli space of Gieseker semi-stable torsion-free sheaves cannot succeed. 3. The maps defined by holomorphic families of slope semi-stable sheaves are not sufficient to understand the topology of the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck compactification M ASD .
Our main result gives a very general continuity theorem, which, in the projective algebraic framework specialises to the continuity of the comparison map M G Ñ M ASD cited earlier. Our theorem considers an arbitrary flat family pF u q uPU of rank 2 torsion-free sheaves on a Gauduchon surface, and gives a continuous map U ss Ñ M ASD defined on the semi-stable locus U ss :" tu P U | F u is slope semi-stableu (with respect to the relative topology of this subset). The point is that U ss might be a rather complicated subset of the base space U . In general it is neither open or closed in the classical topology, nor locally closed in the Zariski topology. If one restricts the given family to U ss , the flatness condition will no longer make sense, because U ss is not necessarily a complex space. Our result provides a very efficient tool for describing explicitly DonaldsonUhlenbeck compactifications M ASD on arbitrary Gauduchon surfaces, be they algebraic or non-algebraic (including non-Kählerian). Indeed the family of continuous maps U ss Ñ M ASD obtained in this way (defined on spaces U ss which in general are not complex spaces) is sufficient to understand in detail the topology of M ASD [BTT] .
There are several important motivations underlying this study of Donaldson theory on general (not necessarily algebraic) Gauduchon surfaces:
(a) Recently Donaldson theory has found unexpected applications in non-Kählerian complex geometry [Te1] , [Te2] , proving results that do not seem to be accessible by any other means. (b) Moduli spaces of Hermite-Einstein connections on Gauduchon manifolds have an important differential geometric property, and intervene in modern differential geometric developments and in physics. More precisely, the stable part M st of the moduli space comes with a canonical Hermitian metric H satisfying the strongly KT condition BBω H " 0 [LT] . It is important to determine, in special cases, if this metric extends (possibly as a singular metric) to the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck compactification. (c) The continuity theorem we prove in this article plays an important role in our new article [BTT] , which gives an extension theorem for the complex structure on the regular part of certain instanton moduli spaces over class VII surfaces.
Our method of proof is inspired by [Morg] , but our result is more general: whereas [Morg] only considers families of torsion-free Gieseker semi-stable sheaves with trivial determinant on a simply connected projective surface, our result concerns arbitrary families of torsion-free sheaves on arbitrary Gauduchon surfaces. Moreover our proof fills in two apparent gaps in [Morg] , as we explain in detail in sections 3.1, 4.1. We feel that filling in these gaps is necessary for such an important result.
The plan for the remainder of the paper is as follows: in section 2 we construct the comparison map U ss Ñ M ASD associated with a flat family of torsion-free, rank 2 sheaves, and state the continuity theorem. The proof reduces to two convergence theorems: the first concerns sequences of properly semi-stable sheaves, whereas the second deals with the stable case. These are treated respectively in sections 3 and 4.
The continuity theorem
Let pM, gq be a Riemannian, connected, oriented compact 4-manifold, D be a Hermitian line bundle on M , and a be a Hermitian connection on D. For a Hermitian 2-bundle E on M with detpEq " D put
A denotes the trace-free part of the curvature F A of A, and G E :" ΓpM, SUpEqq is the SUp2q-gauge group of E.
For k P Z, let E k be a Hermitian 2-bundle on M with detpE k q " D, c 2 pE k q " k. Fix c P Z and endow the union
with the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck topology [DK] .
Let X be a compact complex surface. We identify the total symmetric power
with the space of finite support maps X Ñ N. Using this identification, for an element σ P S˚pXq we put |σ| " ÿ xPX σpxq, so one has σ P S |σ| pXq for any σ P S˚pXq. For a 0-dimensional torsion sheaf Q on X we denote by SupppQq the element of S˚pXq defined by the map X Q x Þ Ñ dim C pQ x q. Now let pX, gq be a compact Gauduchon surface, D be a Hermitian line bundle on X, and E be a Hermitian 2-bundle on X with detpEq " D. For a fixed holomorphic structure D on D we denote by M pst D pEq the moduli set of isomorphism classes of holomorphic structures E on E with detpEq " D, modulo the SLp2q complex gauge group G C E :" ΓpM, SLpEqq. Putting c :" c 2 pEq, note that M pst D pEq can be identified with the moduli space M pst rDs pcq of rank 2 holomorphic bundles E on X with c 2 pEq " c and detpEq » D.
The Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence defines for any k P Z a bijection
Definition 2.1. Let F be a torsion-free coherent sheaf of rank 2 on X whose bidual F _ _ is slope semi-stable. We associate to F two invariants: the bubbling invariant σpF q of F , which is an element of S˚pXq, and the polystable class invariant P pF q of F which is the isomorphism class of a rank 2-polystable bundle. The two invariants are defined as follows:
be a destabilising short exact sequence, where L, M are rank 1 locally free sheaves, and Z is a 0-dimensional locally complete intersection in X. Then put
F¯`S upppO Z q, P pF q :" rL ' Ms.
Remark 1. The two invariants are well defined.
1 are rank 1 locally free sheaves on X, and Z, Z 1 are 0-dimensional locally complete intersections in
and Z " H, and the first exact sequence splits. Computing detpF _ _ q and c 2 pF _ _ q using the two exact sequences we get M 1 » L and Z 1 " H. Therefore, in this case, one gets the same results using the two exact sequences, namely σpF q " Supp´F
1 are locally free rank 1 sheaves with degpL 1 q " degpLq, it follows that this monomorphism is an isomorphism. Hence
With these definitions we can state Theorem 2.2 (The Continuity Theorem). Let pX, gq be a Gauduchon surface, D be a holomorphic line bundle on X, c P Z, U be a reduced complex space, and F be a sheaf of rank 2 on UˆX, flat over U , such that ‚ detpF u q » D for any u P U . ‚ For any u P U the sheaf F u defined by the restriction F tuuˆX is torsionfree with c 2 pF u q " c. Put
pcq defined by
Proof. Let u P U ss . In order to prove the continuity of Φ F at u it suffices to prove that any sequence pu n q n converging to u in U ss has a subsequence pu n k q k for which lim kÑ8 Φ F pu n k q " Φ F puq. Writing U ss " U prss Y U st , where U prss :" tu P U | F u is properly slope semi-stableu,
we see that it suffices to prove:
(1) Any sequence pu n q n in U prss converging to u has a subsequence pu n k q k for which lim kÑ8 Φ F pu n k q " Φ F puq, (2) Any sequence pu n q n in U st converging to u has a subsequence pu n k q k for which lim kÑ8 Φ F pu n k q " Φ F puq.
The first statement will follow from Propositions 3.5, 3.6, whereas the second is given by Proposition 4.1.
Remark 2. In the algebraic geometric framework semi-stability is a Zariski open condition. If X is non-Kählerian, the set U ss might not be even locally analytic.
Example 2.1. Let pX, gq be a Gauduchon surface with b 1 pXq " 1, p g pXq " 0. The Picard group Pic 0 pXq of isomorphism classes of topologically trivial line bundles is isomorphic to C˚. Let L be a Poincaré line bundle on Pic 0 pXqˆX. For any ε ą 0 the condition |deg g plq| ă ε defines an annulus A ε Ă Pic 0 pXq. For l P Pic 0 pXq denote by L l the line bundle on X associated with the restriction L tluˆX . Let V Ă X be a Stein open subset, and ε ą 0 be sufficiently small. In [BTT, Section 5] we construct a rank 2 locally free sheaf E on A εˆVˆX , such for any pl, xq P A εˆV the bundle E lx on X defined by the restriction E tpl,xquˆX is isomorphic to a Serre extension of the form
Putting U :" A εˆV , we see that in this case one has
where A ď0 ε :" tl P A ε | deg g plq ď 0u, so in this case U ss is a manifold with boundary.
Example 2.2. Keeping the notations from the previous example, let P 0 be the quotient of Pic 0 pXq by the involution l Þ Ñ l _ , and V Ă X be a contractible, Stein open subset. In [BTT, Section 4 .1] we construct a sheaf F on P 0ˆVˆX , flat over P 0ˆV , such that for any pp, xq P P 0ˆV the sheaf F px defined by the restriction F tpp,xquˆX can be written as a non-split extension
for any representative l P p. Putting U :" P 0ˆV , in this case we have
where C 0 Ă P 0 is the line segment obtained as the quotient of the circle
by the involution l Þ Ñ l _ .
Remark 3. Using the decomposition of U as a union of its irreducible components, and a standard topological argument, it follows that it suffices to prove the theorem when U is irreducible. Moreover, replacing U by a desingularisation of U and using the invariance of flatness under pull-back (see [Fi, Remark p. 153] ) together with the surjectivity and properness of a desingularisation map, we see that it suffices to prove the statement under the assumption that U is a connected smooth manifold.
3. Sequences of properly semi-stable sheaves 3.1. The difficulty. With the assumptions and notations of Theorem 2.2, let pu n q n be a sequence in U ss converging to u P U ss . In this section we prove that, if the sheaves F un are properly semi-stable, then F u is also properly semi-stable, and lim nÑ8 Φ F pu n q " Φ F puq. This part of the proof corresponds to section 4.1 in [Morg] . Note however that there appears to be a significant gap in that section of [Morg] , as we now explain.
Since F n :" F un is properly slope semi-stable, we get, for any n P N, a slopedestabilising exact sequence of the form
where L n , M n are line bundles on X, and A n , B n are 0-dimensional complex subspaces of X. The slope semi-stability of F n implies deg g pL n q " deg g pM n q, but it does not imply |A n | " |B n | as claimed in loc. cit. (even if one assumes that we are in the algebraic geometric framework, and even if all sheaves are assumed to be Gieseker semi-stable).
The argument in [Morg] uses the equality |A n | " |B n | in an essential way. Since one cannot use this equality, a substantial difficulty appears. As in loc. cit. one can prove that, passing to a subsequence if necessary, the sequences pA n q n , pB n q n , rL n s n , rM n s n converge in the respective spaces to points, A 8 , B 8 , rL 8 s, rM 8 s. Using a well-known semicontinuity theorem for the Homp¨,¨q functor, one obtains a non-trivial sheaf morphism L 8 b I A8 Ñ F u . However, the cokernel of the obtained morphism L 8 b I A8 Ñ F u might contain torsion, so one must carefully control the contribution of this torsion to Φ F puq. Our proof is based on a general "compensation principle" for families of rank 1 sheaves (Proposition 3.4). This principle concerns flat families of rank 1 sheaves which might contain sheaves with non-trivial torsion, and states that the appearance of torsion in the limit sheaf (when passing to the limit in the parameter space) is compensated by a jump of the singularity set of its bidual. The main ingredients in the proof of this compensation principle are the Hironaka flattening theorem, and Barlet's theory of cycle spaces.
The claimed equality lim nÑ8 Φ F pu n q " Φ F puq is proved in Proposition 3.6. For this result we make use of deep complex-geometric results, for example of Flenner's representability theorem for the functor Hom S pA, Bq (see [Fl, sec. 3 .2]) associated to a pair pA, Bq of coherent sheaves defined on a space over a complex space S. The main difficulty is to show that, after passing to a subsequence, the sequence of triples pA n , rL n s, L n bI An Ñ F n q n and also its limit pA 8 , rL 8 s, L 8 bI A8 Ñ F u q all belong to the same analytic family; we will then apply our compensation principle to the corresponding family of quotients. Note that this part of the proof, in which we pass from a sequence to an analytic family, illustrates a significant general difficulty in proving comparison theorems between a complex-geometric and a gauge-theoretical moduli space: whereas the topology of a gauge-theoretical moduli space is controlled by specifying the converging sequences, the topology of a complex-geometric moduli space is controlled using holomorphic families.
3.2. The proof. With the notations and assumptions of Theorem 2.2, denote by U prss Ă U the subset
In this section we will prove that U prss is closed in U ss and that the restriction Φ F U prss is continuous, which will complete the first part of the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a complex surface, F be a rank 2 torsion-free sheaf on X, and A Ă F be a rank 1 subsheaf such that the quotient B :" F {A is also torsion-free. Put
Then one has a canonical exact sequence of torsion sheaves on X:
Proof. Put E :" F _ _ , Q :" E{F , denote by q : E Ñ N the canonical epimorphism, and note that the kernel L :" kerpqq is reflexive and contains A. Moreover, on XzsupppQq the sheaf E coincides with F , E{A coincides with B (hence is torsionfree), N coincides with B, and L coincides with A. Since codimpsupppQqq ě 2, it follows that L coincides with A _ _ . We get a commutative diagram with exact rows and exact columns:
induced by the pair pα, ιq is injective, because its kernel, being supported on supppQq, is a torsion sheaf. On the other hand B is torsion-free, by hypothesis. Putting S :" cokerpαq, Q :" cokerpιq, T :" cokerpβq, and denoting by u, v the morphisms induced by j and q, we see that the sequence
is exact, as claimed. Since S is a torsion sheaf, and N is torsion-free, we also have S " T orspE{Aq. Note that the morphismβ : B _ _ Ñ N _ _ induced by β is an isomorphism because β is an isomorphism on XzsupppQ), and that the morphism
N induced by the pair pβ,βq is an epimorphism. Applying the snake lemma to the diagram 0 0
we obtain an isomorphism T " cokerpβq » kerpβq, which proves the claim.
Corollary 3.2. In the conditions and with the notations of Proposition 3.1 suppose that F is properly semi-stable, that A is a destabilising rank 1 subsheaf of F , and let B :" F L A . (1) If the quotient B is torsion-free, then one has
(c) Putting B 0 :" B{T orspBq, one has
The first statement follows directly from Proposition 3.1 using the additivity of Supp with respect to exact sequences of 0-dimensional sheaves.
To prove (2)(a), note that the pre-image of T orspBq under the quotient map F Ñ B is a rank 1-subsheaf A 1 Ă F which fits in a short exact sequence
This shows that deg g pA 1 q " deg g pAq`deg g pT orspBqq with deg g pT orspBqq ě 0. Since deg g pAq " 1 2 deg g pF q, F is semi-stable and contains A 1 , we get deg g pT orspBqq " 0, which implies that the support of T orspBq is 0-dimensional.
For (2)(b), using the snake lemma as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we obtain an isomorphism
which gives SupppA _ _ {Aq " SupppA 1__ {A 1 q`SupppT orspBqq. Finally (2)(c) follows from (1) applied to the subsheaf A 1 Ă F .
Recall that a reflexive rank 1 sheaf on a smooth manifold is locally free. In particular, if F is torsion-free of rank 1 on SˆX with S smooth, we obtain a sheaf monomorphism F ãÑ F _ _ , where F _ _ is locally free of rank 1. Therefore F can be identified with F _ _ b I Z for a complex subspace of SˆX which has codimension ě 2 at any point. In particular supppZq coincides with the bad set BpF q of F defined as the locus of points where F fails to be locally free [GR, section 4.4] .
Lemma 3.3. Let X be a complex surface, S be a complex manifold, and F be a torsion-free rank 1 coherent sheaf on SˆX, flat over S. Denote by F s the restriction of F to X s :" tsuˆX. Let Z Ă SˆX be the complex subspace of SˆX defined by the equality
Then
(1) For any point s P S the sheaf F s is a rank 1 sheaf on X s .
(2) For any point s P S the intersection X s X supppZq is a proper analytic subset of X s , and
(3) The following two conditions are equivalent (a) supppT orspF sis either empty or 0-dimensional, (b) X s X Z is either empty or 0-dimensional. (4) The set S 0 :" ts P S| F s is torsion-free or has 0-dimensional torsionu is Zariski open and dense in S.
Proof. (1) Since F is a rank 1 sheaf, flat over S, it follows that for any s P S the restriction F s of F to X s is a rank 1 sheaf on X s . To see this, it suffices to restrict local free resolutions of F to fibres, making use of its flatness over S.
(2) Since dimpF ps, xqq " dimpI Z ps, xqq ě 2 for any ps, xq P Z and F s is rank 1 sheaf on X s , it follows that X s X Z is a proper analytic subset of X s , F s is locally free of rank 1 on X s zpX s X Zq, and BpF s q " X s X Z. Here we have used the natural isomorphism F px, sq " F s pxq. This proves (2).
(3) Restricting the short exact sequence
ZXXs Ñ 0. Using (2) we see that the image of the monomorphism
Suppose that paq holds but pbq does not, i.e. X s X Z contains a 1-dimensional irreducible component Y . The sheaf morphism F s Ñ tF _ _ u s is a monomorphism at any point ps, xq P Y zsupppT orspF s qq. Using the short exact sequence
and the flatness criterion [Mat, p. 150] , it follows that F _ _ Z (or equivalently O Z ) is flat over S at any point ps, xq P Y zsupppT orspF s qq. This shows that Z is flat over S at any such point. Using the invariance of the fibre dimension in a flat morphism, this will contradict codim ps,xq pZq ě 2. The implication pbq ñ paq follows from claim (2) proved above.
(4) By the fibre dimension semicontinuity theorem [Fi, Theorem p. 137] applied to the projection Z Ñ S, it follows that the set Z 1 of points ps, xq P Z for which dim ps,xq pX s X Zq " 1 is Zariski closed in Z, hence its projection on S will also be Zariski closed. On the other hand, by the dimension formula [Fi, Corollary p. 138] and the assumption on the codimension of Z, it follows that this projection has codimension ě 1 at any point.
Proposition 3.4. Let X be a complex surface, S be a reduced complex space, and F be a torsion-free rank 1 coherent sheaf on SˆX, flat over S. Denote by F s the restriction of F to X s :" tsuˆX. Then
(1) The sets S tf :" ts P S| F s is torsion-freeu, Proof. Replacing F by its pull-back to S 1ˆX , where S 1 Ñ S is a desingularisation of S, we may suppose that S is smooth. Note that the pull-back F 1 of F to S
1ˆX
will still be torsion-free, which follows using [Fu, Lemma 5.6, p. 43] . Since S F 1 is constant on the fibers of the proper map S 1 Ñ S, the continuity of S F will follow from the continuity of S F 1 .
(1) The fact that S tf is Zariski open and dense follows from [Fu, Lemma 5.6, p. 43] . For S 0 the statement follows from Lemma 3.3 above.
(2) In order to prove the claim, let s P S 0 , and let D Ă S 0 be an embedded disk centered at s such that D X S tf ‰ H. Note that for such a disk D, the restriction G of F to DˆX will also satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 3.4. This follows using [Fu, Lemma 5.6, p. 43] .
Denote by W Ă DˆX the complex subspace defined by the equality G " G _ _ b I W . Noting that S G " S IW , it suffices to prove the claim for G " I W . Let s P D. Tensoring the short exact sequence
hence (since we assumed G " I W ) we get
On the other hand, tensoring with O W the short exact sequence
we get the exact sequence
Using Corollary 1 of [Hi, p. 504] we can find a proper analytic subset M Ă D such that the closure W of W X`pDzM qˆX˘in W is flat over D. The support of the kernel U :" kerpO W Ñ O W q is contained in the set W X pMˆXq, which is 0-dimensional by Lemma 3.3 (3).
Putting T :" T or 1 pO W , O Xs q " T orpG s q, taking into account the flatness of O W over D, and the fact that I Xs is locally free, we get a commutative diagram
with exact rows and exact columns. Here T 1 is defined as the kernel of the natural morphism U b I Xs Ñ U; this shows in particular that the obvious inclusion T 1 Ñ T is an isomorphism, hence the first column is also exact, as claimed. We have the equalities
where the first equality follows from (1), the second from the last vertical exact sequence, and for the third we used the formula SupppT 1 q " SupppU b O Xs q provided by the first horizontal exact sequence in (2). Recalling T 1 » T " T orspG s q, this proves (2).
(3) In fact we will prove that Claim: If S is smooth, then S F is analytic.
We prove first the analyticity of the restriction of the map S F to a disk D Ă S 0 with D X S tf ‰ H as in the proof of (2). By formula (3) we have
for any s P D. Using the flatness of W over D, we get the analyticity of the restriction S F D .
Let now Z Ă SˆX be the complex subspace of SˆX defined by F " F _ _ b I Z (see Lemma 3.3). Using the exact sequence
Z Ñ 0 and the flatness criterion [Mat, p. 150] as in the proof of Lemma 3.3 (3), we see that Z 1 :" Z X pS tfˆX q is a (possibly empty) subspace of S tfˆX which is finite and flat over S tf . Note that for any s P S tf one has T orspF s q " 0, and
This proves that the restriction S F S tf is analytic, because it coincides with the composition of the morphism S tf Ñ DoupXq defined by Z 1 with the canonical morphism DoupXq Ñ S˚pXq from the Douady moduli space of 0-dimensional complex subspaces to the Barlet moduli space of 0-dimensional cycles of X. On the other hand the closure of Z 1 in SˆX defines a (possibly trivial) cycle Z of SˆX given by
where n C is the multiplicity of C X Z 1 red in Z 1 . Note that Z is 0-equidimensional over S 0 . Indeed, one has Z Ă Z, and Z is already 0-equidimensional over S 0 by Lemma 3.3 (3). Therefore Z defines an analytic map S Z : S 0 Ñ S˚pXq extending S F S tf [Ba, Theorem 2] .
We claim that for any disk D Ă S 0 with D X S tf ‰ H one has
Indeed these restrictions are both analytic and coincide over D X S tf . Since S 0 is covered by such disks, this shows that S F " S Z , hence S F is analytic as claimed.
Proposition 3.5. Let pX, gq be a Gauduchon surface, D be a holomorphic line bundle on X, c P Z, U be a reduced complex space, and F be a sheaf on UˆX, flat over U , such that ‚ detpF u q » D for any u P U . ‚ For any u P U the sheaf F u on X defined by the restriction of F tuuˆX is torsion-free with c 2 pF u q " c. Then the set U prss :" tu P U | F u is properly slope semi-stableu.
is closed in U ss .
Proof. Let pu n q n be a sequence in U prss converging to a point u 8 P U ss . Put F n :" F un . We have to show that F 8 :" F u8 is properly semi-stable, too. Let
be a destabilising exact sequence of F n , with A n , B n torsion-free rank 1 coherent sheaves. Put L n :" A _ _ n , M n :" B _ _ n , and let A n , B n be 0-dimensional complex subspaces of X such that A n " L n b I An , B n " M n b I Bn .
One has
c " c 2 pF n q " c 1 pL n qc 1 pM n q`|A n |`|B n | "
Since deg g pL n q " deg g pM n q, it follows that the Einstein constant of a HermitianEinstein metric on the line bundle L _ n b M n vanishes, and therefore the Chern form of this metric is a primitive form of type (1,1). Therefore the harmonic representative of the cohomology class c 1 pL n q´c 1 pM n q is ASD. Endowing H 2 pX, Rq with the L 2 inner product induced by Hodge isomorphism, we get
Formula (4) shows in particular that there exists a finite set H Ă NSpXq such that c 1 pL n q´c 1 pM n q P H for any n P N. Since c 1 pL n q`c 1 pM n q " c 1 pDq is constant, it follows that c 1 pL n q, c 1 pM n q both vary in finite sets hence, passing to a subsequence if necessary, there exist classes l, m P NSpXq such that c 1 pL n q " l, c 1 pM n q " m @n P N.
Similarly, using (4) we see that (passing to a smaller subsequence if necessary) there exists a, b P N such that
Denote by Dou k pXq the Douady space of 0-dimensional complex subspaces of length k, and by I k the tautological ideal sheaf on Dou k pXqˆX. On the product Pic l pXqˆDou a pXqˆUˆX consider the sheaves p1 4 pL q b p2 4 pI a q, p3 4 pF q, where L is a Poincaré line bundle on PicpXqˆX. These sheaves are flat over Pic l pXqˆDou a pXqˆU . Using a standard semicontinuity theorem for the Ext functors [BPS, Satz 3, p. 147] , it follows that the Brill-Noether set
is a (closed) analytic set in Pic l pXqˆDou a pXqˆU . Recall that the degree map deg g : PicpXq Ñ R is proper on any connected component of PicpXq (see [LT, Corollary 1.3.12] ). This implies that the intersection BN X`pdeg g˝p1 q´1p 1 2 deg g pDqqȋ s proper over U . Put y n :" rL n s. Since py n , A n , u n q P BN X`pdeg g˝p 1 q´1p 1 2 deg g pDqq˘@n P N, and u n Ñ u 8 it follows that, passing to a smaller subsequence if necessary, the sequence of triples py n , A n , u n q converges to a triple py 8 , A 8 , u 8 q belonging to the same intersection, in particular
Since deg g pL y8 q " More precisely, taking into account that for any n P N we have b n˝an " 0, we obtain non-trivial morphisms a 8 :
Note that we cannot conclude that impa 8 q " kerpb is an epimorphism.
Remark 5. The proof of Proposition 3.5 yields a destabilising monomorphism
but the corresponding quotient, say Q 8 , might have torsion. If the torsion subsheaf T 8 of Q 8 is non-trivial, then, by Corollary 3.2 (2), its support must be 0-dimensional. Proposition 3.6. Under the assumptions and with the notations of Theorem 2.2, the map Φ F is continuous on U prss .
Proof. We prove that any convergent sequence pu n q n in U prss has a subsequence pu n k q k such that lim kÑ8 Φ F pu n k q " Φ F plim nÑ8 u n q. Let pu n q n be such a sequence and u 8 P U prss be its limit. Define
as in the proof of Proposition 3.5. Using the same method as in the proof of this proposition, we can find ‚ classes l, m P NSpXq, ‚ non-negative integers a, b P N, such that (passing to a subsequence if necessary) the following holds:
Consider again the sheaves
A :" p1 4 pL q b p2 4 pI a q, F 1 :" p3 4 pF q over Pic l pXqˆDou a pXqˆUˆX, where L is a Poincaré line bundle on PicpXqˆX. Since the sheaf p3 4 pF q is flat over S :" Pic l pXqˆDou a pXqˆU , it follows that the contravariant functor
is representable by a linear fibre space over S, say χ : H Ñ S (see [Fl, sec. 3.2] ). Using the object`tsu ãÑ S˘P ObpAn S q we get for any s P S an identification H s " HompA s , F 1 s q. Moreover, let θ : T Ñ H be a morphism, and τ :" χ˝θ. Regarding θ as a morphism τ Ñ χ in the category An S we obtain an associated morphismθ P Hom pTˆXq`p τˆid X q˚pA q, pτˆid X q˚pF 1 q˘, and using the commutative diagram
in the category An S , we see that for any t P T the restriction ofθ to ttuˆX coincides (via the identification ttuˆX " tτ ptquˆX) with θptq P H τ ptq .
Note that the support of χ : H Ñ S is precisely the Brill-Noether locus defined by formula (5). Consider the projectivisation h : PpHq Ñ S of χ. The nontrivial morphism a n defines a point ra n s P PpHq lying over py n , A n , u n q P S. Using a properness argument, similar to the one used in Proposition 3.5, we see that (passing to a subsequence if necessary) pra n sq n converges in PpHq to a point α 8 lying over a triple py 8 , A 8 , u 8 q P S, where deg g pL y8 q " 1 2 deg g pDq. Let Σ Ă PpHq be a sufficiently small open neighborhood of α 8 in PpHq such that a section ν : Σ Ñ Hz(0-section) of the canonical projection π : Hz(0-section) Ñ PpHq exists (see Lemma 3.7 below). Regarding ν as a nowhere vanishing H-valued map over S, and using the fact that the linear space H Ñ S represents the functor Hom S`A , F 1˘, we obtain a morphism
where h Σ :" h Σ . For any y P Σ the restriction ofν to a fibre tyuˆX coincides with νpyq, hence it is non-trivial. PutÃ :" ph Σˆi d X q˚pA q,F :" ph Σˆi d X q˚pF 1 q, and let 0 ÑÃν ÑF ÑQ Ñ 0 be the corresponding short exact sequence on ΣˆX. SinceF is flat over Σ, and ν is fibrewise injective, it follows [Mat, p. 150 ] thatQ is also flat over Σ. The restriction of this short exact sequence to ta 8 uˆX is
where a 8 is a representative of α 8 (in other words α 8 " ra 8 s), and, via suitable identifications
Therefore the quotient Q 8 of F 8 by L y8ˆIA8 is the "limit" of the sequence pB n q n in a flat family of sheaves parameterized by Σ. Since lim nÑ8 y n " y 8 the exact sequence (7) gives
On the other hand using Corollary 3.2 and the exact sequence (7), we obtain:
Taking into account that lim nÑ8
A n " A 8
and that, by Proposition 3.4 (3), we have
SupppO Bn q, we obtain
Lemma 3.7. Let S be a complex space, H be a coherent sheaf on S, H Ñ S the associated linear space, Hz(0-section) the complement of the 0-section in H, PpHq Ñ S be its projectivisation, and χ : Hz(0-section) Ñ PpHq the canonical projection. Any point rζ 0 s P PpHq has an open neighborhood on which a section of χ exists.
Proof. Recall that one has a canonical identification H s0 " Hps 0 q _ . Let S 0 be a sufficiently small neighbourhood of s 0 in S and η P HpS 0 q be a section such that xζ 0 , ηps 0 qy " 1. The condition xζ, ηy " 1 defines a locally closed subspace Proposition 4.1. With the hypotheses and notations of Theorem 2.2, let u P U ss , and pu n q n be a sequence of U ss converging to u such that F un is slope stable for any n P N. Then pu n q n has a subsequence pu n k q k such that lim kÑ8 Φ F pu n k q " Φ F puq. This result will be obtained as follows. Applying the Kobayashi-Hitchin correspondence to the stable bundles F _ _ un one obtains projectively ASD unitary connections A n on the underlying differentiable bundles F un . We may suppose that the isomorphism type of these bundles is constant. Using the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck compactness theorem we get a unitary bundle pV, Kq with a projectively ASD unitary connection A such that, after passing to a subsequence, the sequence of gauge classes prA n sq n converges to rAs on the complement of a finite set. The main difficulty is dealt with in Theorem 4.3 in this article, which replaces [Morg, Theorem 4.2.3] , and is the construction of a non-trivial holomorphic morphism g 8 :
where V is the holomorphic bundle pV,B A q. This morphism allows one to "compare" the bundle F _ _ u with the polystable bundle V, obtained as a "limit" of the sequence of neighbouring bundles F _ _ un . In this section we focus on this difficulty, leaving the rest of the proof of Proposition 4.1 to follow the arguments in [Morg, sections 4.2.2, 4.2.3] .
The morphism g 8 is obtained in a 2-step procedure: S1. Normalizing a sequence of bundle morphisms g n with respect to the L 4 -norm of the complement R 1 of the union of sufficiently small balls centered at the singularities of F u . S2. Bootstrapping and elliptic estimates to prove the convergence of the obtained sequence pg n q n of L 4 -normalized morphisms.
The input estimate in the second step is an L 8 -estimate, which is obtained by combining the L 4 -bound with an elliptic inequality for the pointwise squared norm |g n | 2 , and using a standard result in the theory of elliptic operators. Unfortunately the obtained L 8 -estimate only holds on a smaller set R Ť R 1 , so one obtains convergence of the sequence pg n q n only on R (more precisely on the complement in R of a union a balls around finitely many bubbling points). A priori one has no control over the pointwise norm |g n | on R 1 zR, so the L 4 pR 1 q-norm ofg n might become concentrated in this set, leavingg n to converge to zero in R. In other words, passing from R to R 1 in the second step, one will lose the uniform bound from below (by a positive number) given by the first step, and the non-vanishing of the limit will no longer be guaranteed. This is the second gap in [Morg] we mentioned in the introduction. We overcome this difficulty by noting that R 1 zR is a union of annuli, and make use of our a priori estimates for holomorphic sections in bundles on an annulus, which are proved in section 5.2 of the appendix.
4.2. The proof. For any v P U we have an exact sequence Remark 6. For a point pv, xq P UˆX the following are equivalent:
(1) F is singular at pv, xq.
(2) F v is singular at x.
Proof. F is singular pv, xq if and only if dimpF pv, xqq ą rkpF q. But
It suffices to recall that, since F is flat over U , one has rkpF v q " rkpF q for any v P U . This can be seen using local free resolutions of F . Therefore, putting S :" SingpF q, one has for any v P U
Let u P U ss , pu n q n be a sequence of U ss such that lim nÑ8 u n " u. Since the problem is local around u, we may suppose that detpF q » pX pDq, and we fix an isomorphism pX pDq » Ñ detpF q. This isomorphism will induce isomorphisms D » Ñ detpF u q for every u P U . Fix a Hermitian-Einstein metric χ on D, and denote by the same symbol its pull-back on detpF q and also its restrictions to detpF u q for any u P U . We will denote by a the Chern connection of the pair pD, χq. The underlying differentiable line bundle of D will be denoted by D. For ε ą 0 put
where, for any x P S u , B ε pxq denotes the inverse image of the ball B ε p0q Ă C 2 via a fixed chart c x : W x Ñ B 1 p0q centered at x.
We choose ε sufficiently small such that for p ‰ q one gets disjoint open balls B ε ppq, B ε pqq. Put R ε :" XzB ε pS u q.
The projection p : S Ñ U is proper, and p´1puq " SingpF u q " S u . For any ε ą 0 the intersection S X pUˆB ε pS uis an open neighbourhood of p´1puq, so, since p is proper, there exists V ε , an open neighbourhood of u in U , such that p´1pV ε q Ă UˆB ε pS u q. Equivalently, S X pV εˆX q Ă UˆB ε pS u q; that is, pV εˆRε q X S " H.
Therefore
Remark 7. There exists e ą 0 such that for any ε P p0, es, there exists an open neighbourhood V ε of u in U such that the restriction F VεˆRε is locally free.
By Remark 3 one can assume that U is smooth. Suppose V e is biholomorphic to a ball, and fix a biholomorphism b : V e Ñ B 1 p0q Ă C dimpUq mapping u to 0. We may suppose that, for a monotone increasing function ν : p0, es Ñ p0, 1s, one has V ε " b´1pB νε p0qq for any ε P p0, es. Consider a Hermitian metric on the bundle F pUˆXqzS which induces χ on detpF q. The determinant of the associated Chern connection coincides with the restriction of pX paq to pUˆXqzS , so it is trivial in the horizontal directions.
For pv, xq P V εˆRε use parallel transport (with respect to this Chern connection) along the segments b´1tptbpvq, xq|t P r0, 1su to identify the restrictions F v Rε , F u Rε of the underlying differentiable bundle F of F pUˆXqzS to tvuˆR ε , tuuˆR ε . One gets smooth bundle isomorphisms (which induce the identity on the determinant line bundles) ϕ ε,v : F u Rε Ñ F v Rε @ε P p0, es @v P V ε such that, for ε 1 ă ε ď e, one has
Note that
Remark 8. Let r P p0, es. For any ε P p0, rs one has lim vÑu ϕ ε,v Rr " id pFu Rr q in the C 8 pR r q-topology, all the maps here being regarded as maps F u Rr Ñ F VrˆRr .
There exists a decreasing sequence pε n q n Ñ 0 such that u n P V εn . Put
For v P U denote by δ v the integrable semi-connection on the bundle F v induced by the holomorphic structure F _ _ v (which is locally free on XzS v ). For any n P N consider the integrable semi-connection δ un u :" ψnpδ un q on the restriction F u Rε n . For r P p0, es let n r P N be such that ε n ă r for any n ě n r . Therefore, for any n ě n r , the isomorphism ψ n and the semi-connection δ un u are defined on R r .
Using Remark 8 we see that for any fixed r P p0, es one has
the semi-connection on the left being defined on R r for any n ě n r . Fixing a Hermitian metric h on F u with detphq " χ, we have for any r P p0, es:
the connection on the left being defined on R r for any n ě n r . Putting C :" sup X |F Aph,δuq |`1 we see that
Remark 9. For any r P p0, es there exists a natural number m r ě n r such that
For every n P N, denote by H un a Hermite-Einstein metric on the holomorphic bundle F _ _ un which induces χ on detpF un q. This implies that the corresponding Chern connections A n :" ApH un , δ un q are projectively ASD (i.e.`F 0 An˘`" 0), and detpA n q " a (via the fixed identification). Passing to a subsequence if necessary we may suppose that the isomorphism type of pF un , H n q is independent of n; let pF 0 , H 0 q be a Hermitian 2-bundle on X which is isomorphic to pF un , H n q for any n P N, and fix a unitary isomorphism detpF 0 , H 0 q » Ñ pD, χq. Using the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck compactness theorem [DK] it follows that there exist i) unitary isomorphisms α n : pF 0 , H 0 q Ñ pF un , H un q with detpρ n q " 1, ii) A Hermitian 2-bundle pV, Kq with an identification detpV, Kq » Ñ pD, χq on X, iii) A projectively ASD Hermitian connection A on V with detpAq " a, iv) A finite set Σ 0 Ă X, and a unitary isomorphism ν 0 : F 0 XzΣ0 Ñ V XzΣ0 with detpν 0 q " 1, such that, passing to a subsequence if necessary, the sequence pαnpA nn converges to ν0 pAq in the Fréchet C 8 -topology of XzΣ 0 . We take Σ 0 to be minimal with this property, so for any point x P Σ 0 and for any ball B centered at x one has lim inf
We denote by V the holomorphic bundle associated with the pair pV,B A q. Note now that the obvious line bundle isomorphism detpF u , hq » Ñ detpF 0 , H 0 q always has a unitary isomorphic lift ρ : pF u , hq XzSu Ñ pF 0 , H 0 q XzSu .
Indeed, when S u " H, it follows by (8) that S v " H and F u » F v for any v in a neighbourhood of u. In this case XzS u " X, and the obstruction to the existence of a lift ρ as above vanishes. When S u ‰ H this obstruction obviously vanishes because H 4 pXzS u , Zq " 0. Now put
With these notations we have
It is convenient to define Σ :" Σ 0 zS u , hence to write the union
:" ρnpδ un q. With this notation one has:
Putting H un u :" ψnpH un q, one has
This gives the equality of K-unitary connections
on V Rε n zΣ . Taking into account the convergence property (14) we get:
Let jn be the adjoint of j n with respect to h, and put τ n :" Trpjn˝j n q P C 8 pR εn , R ą0 q.
Remark 10. For any r P p0, es and n ě m r the function τ n is defined on R r , and one has´i ΛBBτ n ď Cτ n on R r , for some positive constant C.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 5.2 and Remark 11, noting that, by (17),
is a holomorphic morphism with respect to the pair pδ Using now [GT, Theorem 9 .20] we get: Lemma 4.2. For any pair pr, r 1 q P p0, esˆp0, es with r 1 ă r there exists a constant C r,r 1 ą 0 such that, for any n ě m r 1 , one has sup Rr τ n ď C r,r 1 }τ n } L 2 pR r 1 q .
We can prove now: Theorem 4.3. Fix an arbitrary Hermitian metric h on F u . With the notations and under the assumptions above the following holds after passing to a subsequence: There exists a sequence pλ n q n of positive constants, and a non-zero holomorphic map g 8 :
(1) For any compact 4-dimensional submanifold with boundary ( 1 2 such that
Let now α ą 0 be sufficiently small such that (a)B Σ pαq XB Su prq " H,
(which can be achieved by (21)).
Consider the open set
and note that, by (20), and (c) one has 1 2 ď }j n } L 4 pT q ď 1.
The sequences of restrictions pδ un u T q n , pδ 1un u T q n are both convergent in the Fréchet topology C 8 pT q, and their limits are δ u T , ν˚pB A q T respectively. Using the estimate (22) and a standard bootstrapping argument as in [Morg, p. 469] , one obtains, after passing to a subsequence, a limit
C 8 pT q; this limit will be holomorphic with respect to the limit pair of semiconnections pδ u T , ν˚pB A q T q. Moreover, taking into account the lower bound in (23), it follows thatj 8 ‰ 0. Using Hartogs' Theorem, we obtain a non-trivial holomorphic mapg
Taking into account the definitions of g n (formula (16)) andg n , we have lim nÑ8g n T "g 8 T in C 8 pT q. As in [Morg, p. 469] one can prove (repeating the arguments above for new pairs pr 1 , α 1 q as above, with 0 ă r 1 ă r, 0 ă α 1 ă α) that for any compact 4-dimensional submanifold with boundary Γ Ă XzpS u Y Σq one still has
This proves the claim that λ n g n Γ Ñ g 8 Γ in C 8 pΓq stated in the conclusion of the theorem. The claim pλ n g n q˚pApH un u , δ un uΓ Ñ A Γ follows from formula (19), and the claim (2) in the conclusion of the theorem follows from formula (12), taking into account that ψ n˚p H un u q " H un , ψ n˚p δ un u q " δ un .
The remainder of the proof of Proposition 4.1 follows almost literally that in sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 of [Morg] . Briefly, the analysis splits again into two cases, namely when F u is stable and when it is properly semi-stable respectively. The only (self-evident) change required is in the properly semi-stable case, to take account of the fact that detpF u q " detpF un q " D, which is not assumed to be trivial in our case. Thus the destabilising sequence in the result analogous to Theorem 4.2.11 of [Morg] has the form
where 2deg g pLq " deg g pDq.
Appendix

5.
1. An identity for holomorphic sections in Hermitian holomorphic bundles. Let pX, gq be a Hermitian manifold, pE, hq be a Hermitian holomorphic bundle on X. Using the convention "a Hermitian product is linear with respect to the second argument", a simple computation gives Lemma 5.1. Let s P H 0 pEq and let A be the Chern connection of the Hermitian holomorphic bundle pE, hq. One has the identity iBB`|s| 2 h˘" p´iF A s, sq h´i pB A s^B A sq h ,
where the second term´ipB Aα s^B Aα sq h is a non-negative (1,1)-form. Moreover one has´i ΛpB Aα s^B Aα sq h " |B Aα s| 2 .
In particular one has the pointwise inequalitý
Corollary 5.2. Let pX, gq be a complex Hermitian manifold, pE, hq, pE 1 , h 1 q be differentiable Hermitian complex bundles on X, let δ, δ 1 be integrable semi-connections on E, E 1 , and let f P A 0 pHompE, E 1be a bundle morphism which is holomorphic with respect to the pair pδ, δ 1 q. Denote by A, A 1 the Chern connections associated with the pairs pδ, hq, pδ 1 , h 1 q. Theń iΛ g BBTrpf˚˝f q ď pf˝f˚, iΛF A 1 q´piΛ g F A , f˚˝f q.
Proof. Endow the bundle F :" E _ b E 1 with the integrable semi-connection θ :" δ _ b δ and with the Hermitian metric χ :" h _ b h 1 . Let B be the Chern connection of the pair pθ, χq. The map f can be identified with a θ-holomorphic section of F , and one has Trpf˚˝f q " |f | 2 χ . It suffices to note that F B f " F A 1˝f´f˝F A . 5.2. Estimates for holomorphic sections on an annulus. Put D :" tu P C n | }u} ď 1u, S :" tu P C n | }u} " 1u.
Endow the trivial rank k-holomorphic bundle E :" DˆC k over D with the Hermitian G obtained by multiplying the standard metric with the function u Þ Ñ exp`} u} 2 2˘. The curvature of the corresponding Chern connection is
where ω 0 stands for the standard Kähler form on C n , hence pE, Gq is a negative Hermitian holomorphic bundle in the sense of Griffiths (see for instance [DrF, section 6] ). For r P p0, 1q put Ω r,1 :" tu P C n | r ď }u} ď 1u, and denote by E r , G r the restrictions of E, respectively G to Ω r,1 . Let α P A 0,1 pΩ r,1 , glpkqq be a (0,1)-form such thatBα`α^α " 0, i.e. such that the semiconnection δ α :"B`α on E r is integrable, and denote by E α r the corresponding holomorphic bundle. If α is sufficiently C 1 pΩ r,1 q-small, the Hermitian holomorphic bundle pE α r , G Ωr,1 q will still be Griffiths negative. Proposition 5.3. Suppose n ě 2. There exists a positive constant η r such that for any (0,1)-form α P A 0,1 pΩ r,1 , glpkqq with Bα`α^α " 0, }α} C 1 pΩr,1q ă η r ,
and any holomorphic section s P H 0 pΩ r,1 , E 
where A α stands for the Chern connection of the pair pE α r , G r q. The second term on the right in (28) is obviously a non-negative (1,1)-form. Choose η r such that pE α r , G r q is Griffiths negative for any α P A 0,1 pΩ r,1 , glpkqq satisfying (27). For such α the first term on the right in (28) will also be a non-negative (1,1)-form, hence |s| 2 G will be plurisubharmonic 1 on Ω r,1 . Therefore the restriction of |s| 2 G to any holomorphic disk ∆ Ă Ω r,1 will be subharmonic. The statement follows using the maximum principle, and taking into account that, since n ě 2, any point u P Ω r,1 belongs to a disk ∆ Ă Ω r,1 with B∆ Ă S.
Corollary 5.4. In the conditions and with the notations of Proposition 5.3 the following holds: For any Hermitian metric h on E r there exists η r ą 0, C r,h ě 1 such that for any α P A 0,1 pΩ r,1 , glpkqq satisfying (27), and any holomorphic section s P H 0 pΩ r,1 , E α q one has sup .
Corollary 5.4 gives a priori estimates for sections which are holomorphic with respect to perturbations δ α "B`α of the trivial holomorphic structureB in the trivial bundle E r over the annulus Ω r . This result can be easily generalised for sections which are holomorphic with respect to perturbationsB E`α of the holomorphic structureB E of an arbitrary Hermitian holomorphic bundle E on a neighbourhood of a closed strictly pseudo-convex hypersurface in an n-dimensional complex manifold (n ě 2). The obtained estimate will give an alternative proof of [Bu2, Lemma 2.2], which was the inspiration source of the results in this section.
